To Sports Editor, Sports Desk. In favour of publication

Dear SIR/MADAM,
Sports Village is proud to present a world-class, professional, 2 WEEK TENNIS CAMP in association with
Joachin Baena Martinez of Eurpabex ( S. L) Spain and the Barcelona Tennis Academy.

The Tennis Camp will be conducted by 3 highly respected, senior, professional coaches, Raphael Maurer,
Carlos Baguena and Jordi Comalat, accompanied by fitness Coach-Adrià Monràs Consuegra.

The 3 coaches will cover strokes, footwork, aggression, mental discipline, strategy and more. Every youngster who
attends will be trained to prepare and think like a champion. The purpose of the camp is to expose players to
international trends and practices in training, and in the process create champions with the right mindset.

Spanish Tennis or the Spanish Method has become synonymous with world-class tennis success in the past 20 years.
Spain has produced dozens of world-class players from foreign countries, and is considered the best "finishing school"
for players from all across Europe to prepare for the professional tour. It's a well known fact that Spain, besides having
12-15 players in the top 100, has trained and developed many more world-class players, reflecting the true dominance
of the Spanish system.

Elite coaches like Juan Carlos Baguena Spain, Raphael Maurer, Switzerland and other high profile Spanish coaches and
former pro players have been instrumental in taking up training programs around the world and developing yet another
generation of Spanish trained players.

This 2 Week Tennis Camp in Hyderabad is being conducted by Sports Village, an organization that has been set up to
serve the interests of sport in India, specifically Tennis.

Sports Village is promoted by Mr. Mohammad Shamsuddin - a well travelled, experienced, accredited journalist, focused
on international sport. He has covered major sporting events in Russia, England, France, Sweden, Australia, Hong Kong,
South Africa, Finland, Dubai, Qatar, China, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Egypt Ghana, Saudi Arabia and India.

Mr. Mohammad Shamsuddin was a sportsman in his youth and has represented Andhra Pradesh State at the National
Games in Rowing and Canoeing. Hyderabad's Tennis Stars have been very active and successful in the recent past,
and this has created a surge in the public's interest in the game.
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